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1. Abstract
IT governance (ITG) is not a choice anymore since it is gaining more and more attention by board members in order to better direct and control their IT assets. To better align business needs and strategy with IT, several frameworks are raising trying to adopt best practices to obtain more value from IT. In the specific case of the universities, the adoption is still scarce, but efforts are increasing mostly in developed countries. Due to the specific situation and needs in developing countries, some adaptations are needed before the adoption of those existing frameworks. Under the scope of a project, we have developed four ITG frameworks for four different developing countries universities, adapting the ITG4U Spanish framework to their aspects. In this work, we show the implications, similarities, and differences among universities from a developed country (Spain) and universities from a developing country (Tunisia).

2. INTRODUCTION
Information Technology (IT) is not only a very important aspect for organizations and enterprises as it plays a very important role in business activities but also a competitive element and of wide social impact. In this sense, higher education institutions (HEI) do not fall behind, since in their three main activities, teaching, research, and administration, IT is present and most needed. As in any other kind of organization, boards of these intuitions are more and more aware that IT is a strategic tool for their institutions. On the other hand, not only managing but also governing IT is getting attention from the practitioner and research side, given the need to align the organization’s strategy and objectives with IT. IT governance (ITG) helps to set clear expectations, to gain participation, open communications, establish accountability and provide executive management oversight. Thus, it is important to consider ITG and the alignment with business strategy for HEI (Khouja, Bouassida Rodriguez, Ben Halima, & Moalla, 2018).

Problems in IT governance are not particular of a given country or continent. Taking this into account, IT governance artifacts can be common to almost all country in the world. However, special needs in the deployment of IT governance frameworks are purely local (i.e. dependent on the University teaching portfolio, the ownership of the HEI, the level of knowledge on the topic, the local governance rules, the governance culture, etc.). This leads to the fact that already implemented approaches in ITG for Universities in developed countries can be used as inspiration for a “Glocal” Tunisian initiative. Previous success case studies and current competence on the topic will lead to a better ITG setup.

3. GOVERNING IT IN HEIs
Governing bodies should govern IT through three main tasks, represented in the Figure 1: IT Governance model (source: ISO/IEC 38500): evaluate the current and future use of IT, lead the preparation and implementation of strategies and policies to ensure that the use of IT is aligned with
business objectives, monitor compliance with norms, rules, and laws, and measure strategy performance development.

These three activities applied to any kind of organization are not different for a university and should not be different for any university in the world. The previous work performed in Spain proposed the ITG4U framework to design improvement actions that may be implemented in each university in order to reach a higher IT governance maturity level (Fernández & Llorens, 2009). As the model is mostly general, the authors claimed that other universities could use it without making significant changes. Thus, we adopted and adapted this framework to the specific situation of four HEIs in a developing country. The objective is twofold: first to improve the IT governance in their institutions and thus change how ITG is discussed as well as the strategic focus of his asset as important for the ITG of the HEI, and second to better study the aspects related to a developing country taking into account the aspects used in a developed country.

4. APPLYING ITG4U FRAMEWORK TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: TUNISIA

Under the scope of the European project Erasmus+ KA2 IT Governance for Tunisian Universities (ITG4TU), four European Universities from three different countries (Spain, Germany, and Norway) adopted and adapted the ITG4U Spanish framework to four Tunisian universities (Gómez, Juiz, Colombo-palacios, & Fernández, 2018). After several pieces of training in order to set a minimum knowledge on IT governance in general and applied to universities in particular, the definition of a framework for IT governance in the Tunisian HEIs and its deployment and results monitoring were done. This was divided into the following sections:

- IT Governance environment: it consisted of the study of experiences in other countries, study international ITG frameworks and a description of the Tunisian ITG group.
- IT Governance maturity model: it consisted on the adaptations on IT governance framework maturity model, the review of the adaptation of the maturity model to their organization, the maturity level current situation and the maturity goal selection.

Since several problems were common in both Spanish and Tunisian HEIs like lack of clear ITG principles, budget limitations and lack of a method for selecting the ITG framework, special needs were purely local and that is why several adaptations were made to better fit with their situation, as it is shown in Figure 2.
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